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Program Outcomes

Bachelor of Arts:
The students acquire knowledge in the field of economics , literature etc., which
make them sensitive and sensible enough. B.A. graduates will be acquainted
with the social, economical, historical, geographical, political, ideological and
philosophical tradition and thinking. The program also empowers the graduates
to appear for various competitive examinations or choose the post graduate
programme of their choice. B.A. program enables students to aquire knowledge
with human values and morals. Students will be ignited enough to think and act
over for the solution of various issues prevailed in the human life to make this
world better than ever. Programme provides the base to be the responsible
citizen. It enhances knowledge regarding economic perspective of both Indian
and Global Economy.
We offer specialization in B.A. in three different subjects as follows:

Economics:
 In Economics courses offers two core branches Micro Economics and
Macro Economics, that leads the students towards the knowledge
enhancement of practical skills, quantiative, reasoning and economic
world.
 With Economics specialization, it increases chances of job opportunities
in banking sector. It assist students to adapt the changes of global world,
becomes aware of the global change in economy.
 It enlightens the concepts of cost, trade, supply and demand, equilibrium,
its measurement, role of financial institutes in economy, demand suply of
money, interest rates etc..
 Market failure, changs in economy, its effect will be focused.
 Students will be able to explain graph, and key economics models.They
can anlayse the economic arrangements and compare that with different
firms, organizations at national and international level.

Sanskrit:
 To throw light on the salient features of Indian Culture heritage preserved
in Sanskrit History.
 Students will get acquinted with the story of Panchtantra, Bhagvad Gita,
Vedic and Classic Sanskrit literature.Programme in sanskrit is to highlight
tradition of india in modern context as this language attracted many
foreign students also.
 Make students learn spiritual and social aspect of ancient India,
Understanding message of VEDAS, Indian culture .
 With Sanskrit Sambhashan, it enhances knowlegde of old literature of our
ancient culture.
 Sanskrit is now accepted at international level, many citizen of various
countries are interested to learn and enhance their knowledge in Sanskrit

Gujarati:
 Its our mother tounge so creating awareness for our own mother tongue
and its rich history.
 Students can develop their career as a script writing in movies,drama etc.,
as an author of book, articles and can pursue carrer in proof reading also.
 Students can take translation as their research area in M.Phil or Ph.D
degree.
 Most of the government offices are working and notifying in local mother
toungue, so it is useful to understand the governmental process of works.
 History of Gujarat and Gujarati language is necessary for cracking
government exams like GPSC etc.

Master of Arts
The students acquire in depth knowledge in the field of social economics which
make them sensible enough to solve the issues related with economy. The
postgraduates will be acquainted with the social, economical, historical,
geographical, political, ideological and philosophical tradition and thinking of
their respective subjects. The program also empowers the post-graduates to
appear for various competitive examinations or choose the any post graduate
or research programme of their choice. The M. A. program enables the students
to aquire the knowledge with human values framing the base to deal with
various problems in life with courage and humanity. The students will be ignited
enough through the knowledge of the special PG programme to think and act
over for the solution of various issues prevailed in the human life to make this
world better than ever. Through the PG programme the students will come
know about research in their respective subject. It may also provide the
information to the students for collection of Data, enquiry, primary and
secondary methods of collection of data, classification and tabulation of data.
Students get knowledge of various research methods and can realize the
importance of research to find solutions of a specific issue.

We offer specialization in economics in M.A. Programme. Subjective outcomes
are as follows:

Economics:
 It leads the students towards the knowledge enhancement of practical
skills, quantiative, reasoning and economic world.
 With Economics specialization, it increases chances of job opportunities
in banking sector. It assist students to adapt the changes of global world,
becomes aware of the global change in economy.
 It enlightens the concepts of cost, trade, supply and demand, equilibrium,
its measurement, role of financial institutes in economy, demand suply of
money, interest rates etc..
 Market failure, changs in economy, its effect will be focused.
 Students will be able to explain graph, and key economics models.
 Students can anlayse the economic arrangements and compare that with
different firms, organizations at national and international level.
 They can develop their career accordingly.

Bachelor of Commerce
The B. Com. graduates would be able to acquire basic and fundamental
knowledge and skills for doing business and commercial activities of their choice.
The program also empowers the graduates to appear for various competitive
exams or choose a profession of their choice such as CA, CS, ICWA, MBA, M.Com
etc. The program enables the students to aquire the accounting knowledge,
management principles, retail trading, banking and insurance transactions,
business economics and financial management. The students also acquire
knowledge in the field of management accounting, corporate accounting,
statistical and mathematical techniques and knowledge relating to corporate
law and business laws. The students become capable of doing a business of their
chioce or chosing a profession or can become employees having basic
knowledge and skill required for such activities.
We offer specialization in Accountancy in B.Com. Programme.

Accountancy:
 Explaining the difference between management and financial accounting.
 Describe the main elements of finance, assets, liabilities, revenue and
expense.
 The mission is actually to prepare a kind of degree holders for advanced
academic studies and career in public accounting, private industry, govt.
and non govt. sectors.
 Students will be able to demonstrate knowledge of various advanced
accounting issues related to financial account within a global and ethical
frame work.

 Students can choose their career in business, can lead towards being CA,
relate themselves with Tax and payment through taxation syllabus.
 Understand the basic concepts and conventions of accounting.
 To explain the application of accounts in sole trader, chances of errors and
rectification.
 Details regarding bill of exchange.
 Write up the accounting for consignment and joint ventures.
 Make out Bank Reconciliation Statement.
 Write up the Receipts and Payments, Income and Expenditure Account
and Balances Sheet.
 Classification of depreciation and its methods of computation.
 To know the various reserves and provisions.
 Understand the Branch accounts.
 Make clear about higher purchase and installment system.
 Elucidate the features and computation of single entry system.
 Narrate partnership accounts regarding admission, retirement, death,
dissolution and industry.

Master of Commerce
The post graduate program provides the students advanced knowledge in the
field of business and management and also enables the students to acquire the
basic skills required for carrying out business activities, research,stock market
operations, accounting practices, etc. The program also provides them with
adequate knowledge and skill to provide consultancy services in finance and
marketing. Similarly after completion of the program students can confidently
prepare for NET, SET, and other competitive examinations of their choice.

Accountancy:
 Explaining the difference between management and financial accounting.
 Describe the main elements of finance, assets, liabilities, revenue and
expense.
 The mission is actually to prepare a kind of degree holders for advanced
academic studies and career in public accounting, private industry, govt.
and non govt. sectors.
 Students will be able to demonstrate knowledge of various advanced
accounting issues related to financial account within a global and ethical
frame work.
 Students can choose their career in business, can lead towards being CA,
relate themselves with Tax and payment through taxation syllabus.

Program Specific Outcomes
Course: B.A
Subject: Economics
After graduation the student will be able to learn:












Acquaint with some basic theoretical concept of public finance.
Learn the development nature and issues of Indian economy.
To able to analyze economic behavior in practice.
Understand the economic way of thinking.
The ability to analyze historical and current events from an economic perspective.
The ability to write clearly expressing an economic point of view.
Be exposed to alternative approaches to economic problems through exposure to coursework in
allied fields.
Able to know role of market in real life.
Able to understand role & activities of financial institutions.
To able to understand population & economic development
Able to understand concept of cashless society
Subject: Gujarati

 Teaching of this language to every student to learn his/her MATRUBHASA and to feel the
dignity of that Matrubhasha and its significance in life
 There are about 66 million speakers of this language who are spread across the globe. This huge
number makes this language the 26th most widely spoken language all over the globe. The
Gujarati grammar was introduced.
 The Programme creates various job opportunities in India and abroad as the language is used by
Gujarati people spread all over India and across the world. They can become translators and
teachers.
 It enables students to acquire a sound comprehension of literary, societal, cultural, biographical
and historical background of the greatest writings in Gujarati in India.
 The Programme ensures that the students master all four language skills and become effective
communicators.
Subject: Sanskrit


It’s Our Vedic Language and it’s a base of all other language and even computer script is based
on it.



To nurture the traditional, cultural, and holistic value in students, Sanskrit is our regular subject.



Advanced knowledge of ancient Indian religion, literature, and history through the study of
Sanskrit texts



Competence in academic writing and oral presentation skills.



Culture and History: Students will gain a knowledge of the major traditions of literatures written
in Sanskrit.



Research Skills: Students will be able to identify topics and formulate questions for productive
inquiry.



Through Vedic literature came to know Vedic society, Vedic age society, Vedic culture and
tradition.



Comparison of different languages.

M.A Economics:







Understanding at an advanced level about the complex economics mechanism
that characterize modern society
In depth knowledge about economic theory regarding the utilization and allocation
of resources, including labor, natural resources and capital
Analyze existing economic models and evaluate their relevance for theoretical and
practical problem solving
Use relevant models and methods, independently but under supervision of
Faculties
Undertake applied work and research projects in economics
Learn about energy economics, industrial economics, markets, environmental economics,
and international trade and globalization.

B.Com (Accountancy)


Understand the basic concepts of the commerce, management, accounting of & economics.



Analyze commerce, trade industry, services, management and administration.



Perform all accounting activities and can handle type of business very well.



Learn to apply knowledge of commerce in business, service sector, industry, marketing, finance
entrepreneurship development etc.



Develop computer skill and rules of income tax act.



Think about commercial and professional point of view.



Self-employment.



Understanding legal issue.
M.Com (Accountancy)



To inculcate the knowledge of business and the techniques of managing the business with special
focus on strategic management, marketing management etc.



To impart the knowledge basic accounting principles and the latest application of corporate
accounting methods.



To develop the decision making skill practical application of management accounting principles.



Learn the concepts of advertising and sales promotion, auditing and entrepreneurial
development.



E-commerce principles.



Learning critical thinking through Case study.

